Challenges and benefits of adding laboratory data to a mortality risk adjustment method.
There is increased interest in improving the clinical acceptance and statistical performance of hospital mortality rate comparisons. This study assessed the feasibility of linking separate electronic feeds of laboratory data and claims-based information and, if successful, to identify laboratory data elements that significantly improved mortality rate predictions for All-Patient Refined Diagnosis Related Groups (APRDRGs), a risk of mortality (ROM) classification tool in regular use for public reporting purposes. The Florida Agency for Health Care Administration recruited 15 hospitals to supply computerized administrative and laboratory information that could be linked at the patient level. The hospitals, standardized computer code terminology, which was then merged with administrative data. We evaluated the ability of the merged data to improve APRDRG ROM predictions. We describe the procedures that the laboratory information systems used to link the electronic laboratory data with standard claims data. The addition of 11 clinical laboratory test results increased the C statistic by 0.574% and R2 by 4.53%. This study supports the feasibility of linking laboratory data elements with claims-based administrative data to enhance ROM assessments. This linkage resulted in modest statistical improvement in a commonly used ROM model.